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PRELIMINARY



A Complex Phenomenon

• Economic, Political, Social and Cultural aspects cannot be 
disentangled
• Focusing here on understanding Political Economy in the sense of the  

currents under the waves, not the waves themselves



Thesis

• Trumpism can be thought of as 'bastard neoliberalism' (pace Joan 
Robinson's bastard Keynesianism) - heresy but not apostasy - it 
presents a theater of a national project while seeking to safeguard the 
central - global and financial - interests of US capital.  
• Embraces interests of capital (especially plutocratic) while pretending 

otherwise. Responds to deep seated, difficult to resolve challenges to 
US national economy. As such, Trumpism is not a phenomenon of 
‘Trump’. Rather, if it did not exist it, it might have to be invented.



Deep background:

• US relative decline
• Globalization
• Financialization
• Threatened position as hegemon
• Divergence between interests of US capital and American people, 

creating new demands (can view in a Polanyian lens if wish). Conflict 
between demand for restoration of secure, stable and adequate living 
conditions and interests of capital. UK debate on divergence of
interest between City and British industry an important historical 
counterpart.



US RELATIVE DECLINE:



US RELATIVE DECLINE: US SHARE OF WORLD 
GDP



US RELATIVE DECLINE: SHARE OF CONSUMER PURCHASING POWER



GLOBALIZATION:











FINANCIALIZATION



Stock market capitalization by sector















Threatened Position as Hegemon



New Triffin Dilemma? 









Trumpism

• Trumpism seeks to secure primary interests of US capital while creating a ‘theater of a 
national project’ which deflects attention from central conflicts.

• These primary interests include low taxation, a low ’social wage’, strong protections for 
US property nationally and globally, a prolonged privileged role for the US dollar

• ‘Bastard neoliberalism’ dispenses with US role as champion of a ‘principled’ order in 
order to safeguard US capitalists’ current primary interests from domestic political 
challenges (e.g. financial globalization given greater priority than rules-based world 
trade)

• De-institutionalization globally: undermining rules-based order to gain tactical 
advantage, by employing superior power in specific domains (e.g. military)

• De-institutionalization domestically: undermining rules-based order to gain tactical 
advantage, by employing superior power in specific domains (e.g. money power, crowd 
fervor, geographical distribution of electoral support) seeks to establish new rules that 
undermine rules themselves: e.g. doctrine of wide and unchallengable presidential 
power)



Theater of a National Project



No there there

• Tariffs to bring back manufacturing employment? The horse has 
bolted the barn (supply chains reconfigured, cost differentials too 
high, potential role of of tariffs too small)
• Build the wall? Impact on labor market outcomes (as opposed to feel 

good or feel bad factor) likely to be small, perhaps counterproductive
• Infrastructure spending? None to be seen
• Measures to enhance quality of the labor force? Nope.
• Conscious projects to enhance industrial, sector or regional 

competences? Forget it.





But goodies for some…

















Energy











Services Exports











Implications

• Trumpism has deep roots, and is unlikely to go away even if Trump does 

• Arresting Deinstitutionalization easier than Reinstitutionalization: 
necessary for both economic and political reasons to protect the 
‘bourgeois revolution’: civil liberties and political freedoms

• But what order to promote, beyond that, remains open. A genuine 
’American Project’, economically and socially inclusive, is needed (as are 
national projects generally) but compatible with progressive 
internationalism. 

• Alternative globalization (e.g. trade agreements with labour standards, tax 
cooperation etc.) offers better prospects than anti-globalization: requires 
the active international collaboration of progressive social and political 
movements.


